Beyond Boundaries
INDIANA ACADEMIES SYMPOSIUM

April 3-4, 2020
Indiana Convention Center • Indianapolis

Bringing together Indiana’s broad intellectual capital to share and promote cross-disciplinary research, discussion, and collaboration. Questions? Contact Symposium Chair Dr. Surekha Rao at skrao@iun.edu
Visit our website: go.iu.edu/2abh

our partners in
THINKING BEYOND BOUNDARIES

In addition to the common program, ACS Indiana will propose special symposia and network events on Friday and host our annual Think Like a Molecule Poster session on Saturday. ACS Indiana contact: Frédérique Deiss, fdeiss@iupui.edu

- American Society for Microbiology, Indiana Chapter
- Association of Euro Studies
- Greater Indiana Society for Neuroscience
- Indiana Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics
- Indiana Academy of Science
- Indiana Academy of Social Sciences
- Indiana Association of Historians
- Indiana Chapter of the American Society for Public Administration
- Indiana College English Association
- Indiana Foreign Language Teachers Association
- Indiana Local Section of the American Chemical Society
- Indiana Philosophical Association
- Indiana Political Science Association
- Indiana Public Health Association
- Indiana Section of the Mathematical Association of America
- Sigma Theta Tau International Honor Society for Nursing